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There's much hope, and 
some sadness, for families 
at the neonatal care unit. 

Words Peter Barrett 
Photography Ross Bird 
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In reception, the platters of fruit and blueberry muffins 

are laid out for a very special first birthday - it's one year 

since the Royal Children's Hospital's revamped neonatal unit 

opened. Since then, more than 600 babies have been cared 

for by the unit's nurses and doctors. 

Only the sickest newborns from Victoria, southern New 

South Wales and Tasmania are transferred here, with each 

baby looked after by at least three specialists and sometimes 

up to a dozen different people. You'd expect it to be a 

crushingly sad place but hope is the overriding emotion here. 

The unit is a leader in "high-frequency ventilation" - using 

a machine that purnps short but frequent breaths (up to 900 

per minute) into the: delicate lungs of newborns. 

There are eight rooms that accommodate 22 babies. 

There's also a family retreat with a kitchen, lounge room, 

large television and five double bedrooms for parents to 

stay overnight. A seiparate "quiet room" overlooks Royal 

Park. This is where doctors impart news - good or bad - to 

~ parents. It's also a sanctuary where grieving families can hold 

their baby for the last time, when nothing more can be done. 

Lily (pictured with nurse Gemma Crinall) is just 30 days 

information 

straight here by the emergency transfer team (pictured left) 

and by the time she was operated on she was only nine hours 

old. Now recovering from surgery, she is helped to breathe by 

a ventilator, and a suspended bottle of her mother's milk feeds 

her from a tube. Her mother, Jennine Rielly, says that despite 

the intense environment there is a real sense of community 

and a level of empathy she would receive nowhere else. 

"It's not all doom and gloom," she says. "Some days I really 

don't want to walk through that door but most days I'm happy 

to be here and spend time with my baby. It's certainly not 

as depressing as a lot of people would imagine. There's a lot 

of positive stuff as well ... we get to see babies leave." 

Dr Peter McDougall, the head of the unit, is himself 

a father of three. He is proud of his staff and their level of 

humanity and professionalism but doesn't deny thc1t the 

ward is taxing on the emotions. "It's an extremely traumatic 

experience. Number one, most of these babies have got 

something very serious wrong with them. Happily, the 

majority of them will come out of here and do very well 

but sometimes not. The second thing is that five per cent 

mortality means that a baby dies in the unit every 10 days on 

old. She is on one of four beds in this area, each with a nurse average and the parents see that. To state the obvious, it's 

station and separate couch area for parents. Generally, it's a extremely traumatic for the parents involved but, for the other 

quiet place (lights are kept dim and noise to a minimum) but families, death is a reality in the unit. Most are very hopeful 

amid the hum of machines and the occasional beeping alarm, and optimistic but not all." 

families come and 90, relieving each other at their bedside The prognosis for Lily is generally positive. Her mother, 

vigils. Lily was born in St Vincent's Hospital with oesophageal Jennine, has simple but firm plans for Lily once she 

atresia, an abnormality where the stomach is disconnected is well enough to go home: "I intend to hold on to her 

from the oesophagus. Once diagnosed, she was whisked and never let her go." 
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in World War I. "It's been such a part of the history of Melbourne," he says. "That's the thing that 
I like to make sure people walk away with." 

The first MCG stadium was built elsewhere, on a site where Crown casino is today, but 
was abandoned due to flooding and lawlessness in the early 1850s. The current ground was 
built on a police paddock granted by Governor La Trobe in 1853 and has seen countless 
modifications over the past 155 years, the most recent of which have seen it turned from a 
collection of ramshackle stands into a gleaming, homogenous stadium. 

Yet just behind the Richmond goals there is a wrought-iron fence that dates back to 1884 
(you'll see where the original fleur-de-lys points, on every second vertical rod, have been sawn 
off to prevent injury). There is the large clock that adorned the very first MCC pavilion in 1863, 
which has been restored and can now be seen in the atrium of the MCC. And there are the 
large black-and-while marble plaques commemorating the 1956 Olympics on the outside of 
the stadium, just next to Gate Three. 

And who could forget the toilet with the best view in the world? The urinal,\ which features 
a one-way window so you can see out but not in, gives committee men called by nature a 
view of the ground from directly behind the bowler's arm. The original was installed in a 1960s 
renovation. "The interesting thing was obviously you could relieve yourself and keep an eye 
on the cricket or the footy," says the MCC's Peter French. "That's why it was kept, as a bit of 
history of the previous stand that was· worth maintaining." There was also a plan to reinstate the 
original "leather" seating in the Long Room but when attempts,yvere made to rl')store them they 
were discovered to actually be covered in vinyl. (A few of the benches.can still be seen along 
the walls at the entrance to the Long Room.) Among other oddities are iwo different-coloured 
grandstand seats, each denoting where big sixes have landed: a red seat in a sea ➔ 



of green in the Ponsford Stand (M39, seat CC4) where a big hit from Victorian all-rounder Peter Lodge: it's an L-shaped workshop decorated with football and cricket photographs from 

King landed in a 1993 MCC social match. Across the turf, on level three of the Great Southern the 1970s. "Anything that no one wants to touch, we cop," laughs Wakefield, who has been 

Stand, is a yellow seat among blue (P22, seat C15) that commemorates where Simon employed by the MCC for the past seven years. He repairs everything from the broken high 

O'Donnell's six landed (off the bowling of Greg "Yeah, Yeah!" Matthews) in a 1993 Sheffield heels of corporate suite guests to toilet doors kicked down by tired and emotional football 

Shield match. Many regard it as the biggest hit at the MCG, although one by New South fans (certain clubs are worse than others, says Wakefield, adding that he's not talking about 

Welshman Bill Howell in 1900 reportedly left the ground and landed between passing trains. Collingwood). 

Many of the artefacts that physically connect the MCG to its past are stored in collections 

at the MCC library, the MCC museum and the National Sports Museum, which opened in 

March. The latter is curator Sandra Bruce's domain. "Shane Gould just called," says a museum 

colleague as we step out of the lift deep in the MCG basement. "She wants to donate some 

things." This happens all the time, says Bruce. "Justin Madden recently made a wonderful 

donation of some of his material from both his football career and his time as the Minister for 

the Commonwealth Games. Pretty much anything to do with Australia's sporting history could 

come across my desk on any one day." 

While the Sports Museum displays some 5000 items, there are more than 20 times that 

number hidden away in archives, shelves stacked with blue and grey boxes filled with football 

boots, jumpers, blazers, batsman's boxes, photographs and everything else in between. 

Stacked in a corner under bubble wrap are 2006 Commonwealth Games nd Sydney 2000 

Olympic medal podiums; racing bikes with wooden rims hang in rows; and a 1956 Olympic 

kayak is perched on a shelf. Flotsam from opening and closing ceremonies past has made it 

here too: a Sydney 2000 foam crocodile costume sits in one corner, two oversized plastic AFL 

footballs from the Commonwealth Games in Melbourne are in another and a blue upholstered 

chair with a golden crest that the Queen once sat on holds cou~, wrapped in plastic. 

Whether the MCG is putting on athletics, football, crickef,or.ij. Papal visit, some people's 

jobs never really change, such as the work of MCC carpenters Trevor Wakefield and 

Steve Bradford. Beneath the seating, in an underground labyrinth of kitchens, workshops, 

changerooms, training facilities and plant rooms, they fix things. They call their office The 
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Next door are the five sheds and 12 vehicles of the MCC ground staff, who are responsible 

for upkeep of the ground's hallowed turf. It wasn't always this green. A photograph from 

1860 reveals something of a dustbowl. Water was piped into the ground from Yan Yean 

Reservoir in 1861 and by 1880 the playing surface had evolved into what we know today. 

Not everyone was for it at the time, though. There was a view that watering the ground would 

favour batsmen, creating an easier wicket to play and a faster outfield. But now, says MCC 

turf supervisor Robert Nicholson, they cut the grass to 12 millimetres in summer to increase 

running speed on the ball and encourage even more runs "because that's what everyone 

wants". At one time, horses in padded shoes drew a roller over the pitch between innings. 

Now ride-on mowers and tractors roll the wicket, mow the grass and freshen up the distinctive 

criss-cross patterns on the turf surface. 

Catering tents were at the ground as early as the 1860s and records show that among 

the items they sold were drinks cooled by ice shipped to Australia from the frozen lakes of 

Massachusetts (ice production began in Geelong in• 1851 but it wasn't until the 1860s that it 

superseded the American ice, which was widely believed to be colder). Once you finished your 

drink, you took it back so the ice could be reused. Now, one in five people is inclined to buy a 

pie, according to catering firm Spotless. Footy crowds walking to the ground have also heard 

the familiar cry, "Re-cord, get your Re-cord," since 1912. The AFL Record, as it is now known, 

has gone full colour and glossy but the sellers are still spruiking "souvenir editions" outside the 

gates and around Yarra Park, the site of the very first football game. (m) 

Peter Barrett is an MCC member 
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